
Prepare staff and provide the tools to 
meet needs of culturally diverse patients 
Though cultural lessons help, basic educational techniques still apply

Cultural diversity impacts patient education in many ways. Staff
must be taught about the differences between cultures so that they
provide appropriate teaching. They also must learn how to access

interpreters when patients don’t speak English and allot extra time for
teaching in such situations. 

Tools to help staff teach patients of varying cultures need to be avail-
able, in addition to a means of providing written information in foreign
languages to patients as needed. 

Health care institutions have come up with a variety of methods to
address these issues. At Phoenix Children’s Hospital, educators are given a
pocket card created by Arthur Kleinman, a medical anthropologist from
Harvard University in Cambridge, MA. One side of the care has eight ques-
tions for assessment that help to identify where health care professionals
and patients agree and where they differ on the health problem being
addressed. (To learn more about the questions, see article on p. 101.)
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As the United States becomes more culturally diverse, staff at medical cen-
ters around the nation must meet the educational needs of patients who do
not speak English and have different customs. To accomplish this task, staff
are being given lessons on various cultures, and health care facilities are
contracting with interpreters and securing written materials in foreign lan-
guages. In this issue of Patient Education Management, we explore some 
of the methods that health care facilities are using to meet the needs of a
diverse patient population.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



The other side of the card has the goals of
patient and family education and how to evalu-
ate understanding. Staff members are encouraged
to use it with all patients because those in the
medical field have their own “medical” culture
that has its own language and behavior norms.
Therefore, every patient they interact with is out-
side their culture, says Fran London, MS, RN,
health education specialist at The Emily Center,
Phoenix Children’s Hospital. 

“Consequently, we need to approach every
patient and family member as a culture outside 
of our own,” says London. 

To teach staff various cultural norms, The Ohio
State University Medical Center in Columbus

conducts inservices on various units targeting
population groups that staff see in large numbers,
such as patients from Somalia. Also, available to
staff via the medical center’s patient education
web site are links to information on ethnic
groups. 

“These sites provide help if I am not available
or they can’t get someone in customer services to
address the issues for them,” says Diane Moyer,
RN, MS, program manager for consumer health
education at The Ohio State University Medical
Center. (To learn how one hospital met the
needs of a Somali patient, see article on p. 101.)

Because people from around the world come to
Deborah Heart and Lung Center in Browns Mills,
NJ, staff members routinely see patients from a
wide array of cultures. Recently, two children
from Tanzania were admitted for open-heart
surgery and were accompanied by their mothers,
who spoke no English. This is a common scenario
because Deborah participants in the Children of
the World Program, which helps families with
medical care. 

To meet the needs of these and other families,
staff are prepared for diversity. Once a month, a
country is featured and all the food prepared in 
the cafeteria features that culture and their music 
is played. “This month was Bastille Day for the
French, so we had French cuisine. Next month,
Jamaica will be featured because of Jamaican
Independence Day. “We try to tie it with a holiday
they are celebrating,” says Laura Gebers, BSN, RN,
BC, Patient Care Services Program health education
coordinator, at Deborah Heart and Lung Center.

Gebers posts a flyer on the intranet with infor-
mation about the culture of the featured country
and what health care providers would need to
know to provide care for these patients. The
information also is posted outside the cafeteria. 

Annually, the center brings in a professional
presenter from another culture to explain how
staff can be sensitive to patients from that partic-
ular culture. Last year, the presenter was from the
Amish community. 

Also helpful to staff is a small library of books
that offer the nuances of various cultures, which
are kept in Gebers’ office and in some of the
units. 

One of the greatest personal skills an educator
could have, whether working with a patient from
another culture or not, is the ability to listen, says
London. Each educator should pay attention to
who the learner is and what he or she knows,
understands, and believes, she says.
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“Teaching should always be individualized to
the needs and abilities of the learner and culture
is always a contributing factor,” says London. 

To teach patients with cultures different from
their own, educators need patience, an open mind,
empathy, a desire to think outside the box, the abil-
ity to work in tandem with an oral interpreter, and
the ability to adapt to a very different environment
where a new style or methods might need to be
used, says Andrea Henry, multicultural services
coordinator at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta. 

Interpreters can add to complexity

Even good teaching techniques can’t overcome
a language barrier. In order to teach, an interpreter
must be contacted. One of the problems The Ohio
State University Medical Center has is providing
quick and easy access to interpreters because the
demand has been increasing and there are not
enough of them available in the community. 

“Even with interpreters on staff there are still
delays when there are multiple patients coming
in at different locations within our system,” says
Moyer. 

To provide interpretive services, the medical
center has several trained interpreters on staff
and a contract with an outside agency. Staff also
have access to a telephone interpreter service but
don’t like to use it unless they have to, preferring
to have the interpreter present. 

When employees are hired at Deborah Heart
and Lung Center, they are asked what languages
they speak. Those designated as interpreters go
through a medical interpretation training course.
It originally was taught by an outside consultant
who also taught a few key individuals to be train-
ers, says Gebers. There are, of course, privacy and
confidentiality issues involved when using an
interpreter, she says.

At Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, interpreters
must have superior dual language fluency, termi-
nology fluency, superior verbatim memory, and
adhere to ethical standards for medical interpreters.
They are evaluated for these skills annually.

“We have staff interpreters, agency inter-
preters, telephonic interpreters, and limited use
of volunteer interpreters and bilingual employ-
ees,” says Henry. 

When a patient at The Ohio State University
Medical Center requests that a family member
interpret, it is allowed, but discouraged if the
communication entails a legal document or con-
sent form. It is possible that a family member

might withhold information knowing that if the
patient knew all the facts he or she might not sign
a consent form and then it would not fully be
informed consent, says Moyer. 

Another problem with allowing family mem-
bers to interpret is their lack of training. “Even
though they know their own language, nonpro-
fessionals may not know the medical terms or
they may not understand how to provide an
overview of what the physician is saying even 
if there aren’t words in that language to say it
exactly as he said it,” says Moyer. 

Educators need to know that an interpreter
will likely affect his or her flow and style of
teaching because pauses must be made and clari-
fication and elaboration often is needed, says
Henry. “The educator must strive to make eye
contact in an appropriate manner considering the
interpreter might inadvertently become the focus
for both the educator and the patient,” she says. 

It’s best for the educator to think of the inter-
preter as a microphone, someone to voice their
words and their meaning and to capture the
spirit and the tone of their teaching, says Henry.
“Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the educa-
tor to teach and the responsibility of the inter-
preter to accurately and completely convey the
educator’s words of wisdom,” she says. 

Reinforce education

The educator should ask open-ended questions,
following the teaching session to ensure that the
patient understands, says Henry. “Let them talk
about their way of doing things or how they per-
ceive your way matching their way,” she says. 

After the educator, with the aid of an inter-
preter, has covered the teaching components, it is
important that the patient receive some sort of
written information that patients or family mem-
bers can refer to later, says Moyer. This is particu-
larly important when patients are being prepped
for tests and procedures or being discharged, she
says. Written materials are appropriate because
even if the patient is not literate, there usually is
someone in his or her family or community who
can read. (For more information on providing
written materials, see article on p. 100.)

When written materials are not available,
either in the appropriate language or topic at
Deborah Heart and Lung Center, the information
is written down for the patient. There is a service
that the center uses that promises a 24-hour
turnaround. “If we have someone admitted and
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we know we need certain discharge instructions,
we would send that to them to do,” says Gebers. 

Teaching always should be done in interactive
conversation with clear and simple written mate-
rials used as a reference, says London. “Paying
attention to your learner and how he or she acts
around printed materials gives you the best cues
for literacy assessment,” she says. 

While teaching always takes time, it is even
more time consuming when done with the help
of an interpreter. The language barrier compli-
cates the teaching a bit because the educator is
talking through a third person. Also, you use
more show and tell, says Moyer. 

Once, while teaching a group of Russians about
diabetes, Moyer told them that they could eat a
half-cup of pasta. The interpreter told her to show
the group a measuring cup so they would know
what she meant; because in Russia, cooks use
whatever size cup they pull from their cupboard. 

“It’s important to ask the interpreter to have
the patient explain what was said to them,” says
Moyer. For example, the patient might explain
how they will know if their blood sugar is too
high or if they should call the doctor. 

Allow patients to maintain as much of their
culture and dignity as possible, says Gebers. This
is accomplished by integrating their beliefs into
their care and education, she says. 

If a patient’s cultural beliefs and ethnic prac-
tices are not taken into account, they will not

follow instructions, says Moyer. Sometimes it is
give and take on these issues. “Educators need to
be aware of cultural components for they will
have a lot better follow through if they are con-
necting with that patient,” she explains.  ■

To translate or 
not to translate
Cost, time, ability: Important considerations

All written materials at Children’s Healthcare
of Atlanta are in English and Spanish. That is

because Hispanic families are about 10% of the
patient population, says Kathy Ordelt, RN,
patient & family education coordinator. 

Most of the 400 patient education titles were
translated in-house because outside companies
don’t do a good job translating clinical information,
she says. Instead of outsourcing materials, a couple
of the interpreters at Children’s Healthcare of
Atlanta translate them. However, because interpre-
tation is their primary job, Ordelt sometimes waits
three or four weeks before a pamphlet is translated. 

The health care facility has very little written
materials for patients who speak languages other
than Spanish and English. “Sometimes, the library
has something they can give families; but for the
most part, we rely on oral teaching and oral com-
munication,” says Ordelt.

The main source for teaching sheets at Deborah
Heart and Lung Center in Browns Mills, NJ, is a
database provided by Micromedex that provides
information in English and Spanish. “If we needed
translation in another language we have physi-
cians and other professional staff from all over the
world who are able to translate materials for us,”
says Laura Gebers, BSN, RN, BC, Patient Care
Services program health education coordinator. 

When she was hired there were educational
materials in Greek, Russian, Spanish, and Polish,
but she didn’t have a way to validate that the
information was current and accurate, so she
discarded the materials. 

Having the ability to have materials back-trans-
lated to make sure they are accurate is important,
says Diane Moyer, RN, MS, program manager 
for consumer health education at The Ohio State
University Medical Center in Columbus. “Unless
we have the ability to have it back-translated, I
don’t know if we are giving out appropriate
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For more information about educating culturally diverse
patients, contact:
• Laura Gebers, BSN, RN, BC, Patient Care Services

Program Health Education Coordinator, Deborah Heart
and Lung Center, Patient Care Services, 200 Trenton
Road, Browns Mills, NJ 08015. Telephone: (609) 893-
1200, ext. 5258. E-mail: GebersL@Deborah.org.

• Andrea Henry, Multicultural Services Coordinator,
Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta. E-mail: andrea.
henry@choa.org. 

• Fran London, MS, RN, Health Education Specialist, 
The Emily Center, Phoenix Children’s Hospital, 1919 
E. Thomas Road, Phoenix, AZ 85016-7710. Telephone:
(602) 546-1395. E-mail: flondon@phoenixchildrens.com. 

• Diane Moyer, RN, MS, Program Manager for Consumer
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Center, Department Consumer/Corporate Health
Education & Wellness, 1375 Perry St., Fifth Floor,
Columbus, OH 43210. Telephone: (614) 293-3191. 
E-mail: moyer-1@medctr.osu.edu. 
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material or not, so that becomes a concern. This is
something we have been addressing with our inter-
preters,” says Moyer. 

The Ohio State University Medical Center has
material in Spanish and Somali. Although Russian
patients are seen, there has not been enough vol-
ume to warrant the cost of translation. The crite-
rion for translation is that the handout is needed
for patients at least five times a month. 

“The cost of translation is going up and the needs
are increasing, and we can’t meet it. We are basi-
cally holding our own, trying to keep those things
that we had translated in the past updated,” says
Moyer.

To help remedy the problem, Moyer has part-
nered with two other health care facilities to write
a grant for the translation of patient education
materials. They will share the material within
their systems and make them available on-line. 

When the inventories of all three locations

were reviewed, the partners discovered that the
materials they already had translated were
almost identical. Pooling their resources gives
them a better product because they can share the
expertise of three coordinators, says Moyer. 

At the cost of translation, it is important that
the material be culturally appropriate. To date,
translated materials are simply the English ver-
sion written in another language and Moyer
wonders if they are culturally appropriate. To
redo the illustrations and change the copy to
incorporate the target population’s cultural
beliefs is more expensive; however, the material
would be more beneficial, says Moyer.  ■

Tailoring education 
for a lost Somali patient
Goal was teaching diabetes control

When a Somali man found wandering the
streets of Columbus, OH, was brought to

Doctors Hospital, medical staff determined that
he had quite a few medical problems. He had a
stroke and new diabetes was identified. The man
spoke very little English, so interpreters were
used for the assessment of his condition.

Because there is a large Somali population in
Columbus, staff at the hospital had classes on this
culture. “From our understanding, they don’t do
any preventive care; and if they do get into the
health care system, they expect to stay until they
are better. That is pretty much what happened.
He was here two months with no insurance and
no documentation. We couldn’t turn him out on
the streets,” says Cindy Wagner, RNC, MS, CNS,
a geriatrics clinical nurse specialist at Doctors. 

Although the Somali man was put on lots of
medications, the pharmacist worked closely with
the nurses to make the regimen easy to under-
stand. It worked out that the man was able to
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For more information about the translation of patient
education materials, contact:
• Kathy Ordelt, RN, Patient and Family Education

Coordinator, Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, 1001
Johnson Ferry Road N.E., Atlanta, GA 30342. Telephone:
404.929.8641. E-mail: kathy.ordelt@choa.org. 
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Eight questions for better 
patient/caregiver dialog

Identify agreements as well as differences

“Arthur Kleinman, a medical anthropologist
from Harvard University [Cambridge, MA]

has simplified the process of negotiating commu-
nications between health care provider and
patient in the health setting. By asking his eight
questions, we can identify where we agree and
where we differ and build our communications
from that point,” says Fran London, MS, RN, a
health education specialist at The Emily Center,
Phoenix Children’s Hospital. 

The eight questions include the following:
• What do you call the problem?
• What do you think has caused the problem?
• Why do you think it started when it did?
• What do you think the sickness does? How

does it work?
• How severe is the sickness? Will it have a short

or long course?
• What kind of treatment do you think the patient

should receive? What are the most important
results you hope he/she receives from this
treatment?

• What are the chief problems the sickness has
caused?

• What do you fear most about the sickness?
Many health care institutions have adapted these

questions to fit their environments, says London. ■



MBA offers different view 
of patient education effort
A marketing approach to education

As patient and community education coordi-
nator at Southwest Washington Medical

Center in Vancouver, Mary Paeth, MBA, RD, is
responsible for community education events and
inpatient education projects. 

Paeth coordinates all the classes, presentations,
and screenings the various departments at the
medical center choose to offer the public. Although
located in Washington, the health care facility is a
suburb of Portland, OR, separated from this city
only by a river. Its service area encompasses about
350,000 people. 

In her role as community education coordina-
tor, Paeth also links outside organizations with
internal departments for outreach efforts. 

In her inpatient role, she manages education
projects for departments using written materials,
videos, classes, or a program series. 

“I serve as a consultant to those working on
programs and projects,” says Paeth. 

As part of the education department, she works
directly under the supervision of the director of
education. The department also has a full- and
part-time staff education coordinator, a librarian,
and a librarian tech. A media specialist manages

all the equipment, video, and PowerPoint for the
education center. A full-time employee schedules
conference rooms and equipment throughout the
organization and another full-time employee does
secretarial tasks such as tracking all mandatory
staff education, registering people for classes and
updating the patient education web site. 

Paeth took her position in January 1998 part
time and became full time in April of the same
year. Before becoming a full-time patient educa-
tion coordinator, she was managing the dietitians
at the medical center. As a registered dietitian,
Paeth has experience managing the food sservice
department as well as clinical and community
programs. 

She also has a master’s in business administra-
tion with an emphasis in marketing and human
resource management. Having the MBA has
helped with patient education. “From a marketing
perspective, what you are doing is taking some-
thing people may not know they have a need for
and not only creating the need but leading them
into what they need to know,” says Paeth. 

Although she had taught nutrition at the college
level, when she was asked to take the position of
patient and community education coordinator, 
she enhanced her knowledge by taking education
classes at a local university.

In a recent interview with Patient Education
Management, Paeth provided information about
the lessons she has learned working in the field of
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take each medication either once a day or twice a
day, and the nurses put a sun on the bottles if he
was to take the medicine in the morning and a
moon on the bottle if the medication was to be
taken at night. 

To help reinforce teaching of nutrition, the
patient was given meal tickets to the cafeteria and
allowed to get up and get dressed during the day
so he could pick out his own food. The staff got
together and brought in clothing and purchased
him a winter coat, shoes, and a wallet. 

Because most of the information staff had
learned about Somalia was health-related, Wagner

went on the Internet and typed Somalia into the
search engine. She downloaded a map of Somalia
and information on the people’s customs. “These
were more conversational topics that people could
try to talk to him about,” says Wagner. 

She also downloaded a newspaper for the
Somali man to read and it proved to be a good
tool to assess his literacy. He did read a few of
the articles to Wagner. 

Eventually, some friends of his came forward,
and the nurses completed several educational
sessions teaching them about the Somali man’s
disease and the medications he was taking. 

The nursing staff set up an appointment for 
the Somali man at the outpatient clinic after dis-
charge, but he never showed up. “Not following
through on things is typical,” said Wagner.

She had typed up a simple record of what had
been done in the hospital, including a list of the
man’s medications so he would at least have that
information no matter where he went.  ■

For more information on this case, contact:
• Cindy Wagner, RNC, MS, CNS, Geriatrics Clinical Nurse

Specialist, Doctors Hospital, Nursing Development,
5100 W. Broad St., Columbus, OH 43228. Telephone:
(614) 429-6037. E-mail: CWAGNER@ohiohealth.com.
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patient education. Following is the information
that she shared:

Question: What is your best success story?
Answer: “We implemented a housewide edu-

cation system on the intranet and were a leader
within our institution in getting that process
going. We were able to move ahead with that
technology piece and have the same information
available housewide to staff and patients,” she
explains.

Southwest Washington Medical Center pur-
chased Krames on Demand to supply many of
the educational pieces for the intranet and cre-
ated the material that was not part of the com-
mercial system. A committee of nine staff people
interested in patient education selected the pro-
gram to use on the intranet, but physician com-
mittees and directors reviewed the materials to
make sure everyone approved before it was
implemented. 

“When we brought the information on-line, we
partnered with Information Systems and did a
duo promotion where we went to all the units for
all the shifts and showed staff the written mate-
rial and how to access it,” Paeth says. 

Well suited for position

Question: What is your area of strength?
Answer: “I am an organizer and I network. I

try to stay in touch with a wide variety of groups
and projects to learn about their needs and what
has worked well,” she says.

To accomplish this, Paeth visits the units fre-
quently to talk to staff. In this way, she learns
what staff are doing, what the various depart-
ments are doing, and the programs on which
they want to work. 

By linking departments with pharmaceutical
companies or businesses that have money to con-
tribute, the medical center often is able to pilot a
program for a year to see if it is effective. If it
works, the program can then be rolled into the
department’s budget. “Putting groups together
for successful programs makes everyone a win-
ner,” she says. 

Question: What lesson did you learn the hard
way?

Answer: “Administrative support is the only
way to change a culture; and I was very fortunate
to have an administrator who wanted patient
education to be a systemwide project, and she
brought her directors together and allowed them
to develop it,” she says. “Trying to move it on

your own is like trying to pick up Jell-O. As soon
as you get one end up, the other end moves in a
different direction without you.”

To make things happen, patient education
managers must be in tune with administration’s
vision. It’s important to know administrator’s
goals and what direction they have for your
department, according to Paeth. 

When she uncovers ideas in publications such
as Patient Education Management, she lets adminis-
trators know that she thinks it looks like some-
thing the medical center might want to work on.
They follow up with either a yes or no response. 

“I am not just waiting for them to change the
culture, but I give them ideas of how it can be
done. I think that is part of my role.” 

Question: What is your weakest area?
Answer: “I think communicating, especially to

the person who is going to hand information to
the patient or is the one who will need to imple-
ment it or find it, is just a huge challenge,” Paeth
says.

A program can be up and running and have
been written about in staff newsletters, discussed
at staff meetings and posted, and there still will
be someone who is unaware of it, she explains. 

“You can never communicate enough and you
are never done communicating. You can’t say we
told them about that last year,” she advises. 

Question: What is your vision for patient edu-
cation for the future?

Answer: “Our inpatient piece needs to be tied to
community education and community providers.
We need outpatient classes available for referral
when someone is diagnosed and we need strong
connections with the MD offices so they can refer
to the classes and know about them.”

Southwest Washington Medical Center has
been successful with classes for joint replacement
patients and diabetes but others are needed tar-
geting a variety of disease states or situations
such as asthma and congestive heart failure. 

“I think the other thing is helping clinical staff
understand adult education needs,” Paeth says.
“Health care clinicians tend to teach the way they
were taught.” 

Knowing how many cigarettes it takes to cause
cancer isn’t very motivating, but knowing that
someone wants to play with their grandchildren
and they might have better lung function if they
don’t smoke might be motivating. 

Question: What have you done differently
since your last JCAHO visit?

Answer: “We have been reworking the
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The feng shui way 
to having less stress
A harmonious environment leads to healing

Overstuffed closets, stacks of paper on desks,
and clutter in general can be hazardous to

your health, Katherine MacKinnon, tells her stu-
dents in the workshop she teaches at The Hospital
for Special Surgery in New York City, titled “Feng
Shui Your Way to Better Health.”

Feng shui, or the Chinese art of placement, is
all about creating a harmonious environment.
Such an environment reduces stress, says
MacKinnon who owns a consulting business
called Creative Feng Shui. In her workshop, she
teaches students how to reduce stress in their
environment through feng shui, because stress 
is a cause of many health problems. 

The biggest problem in most homes is clutter,
she says. “Clutter is very stressful. On a sublimi-
nal level, clutter creates blockages and it also
takes energy trying to find things and being 
able to move in a cluttered environment,” says
MacKinnon. 

One of MacKinnon’s students kept all her
financial papers under her bed; but during the
three-week class, she organized them, moved
them and then cleared the rest of the clutter from

her apartment. The student felt like a different
person and was energized to start working on
other projects. 

MacKinnon says that the environment is often
a reflection of what is going on within a person
internally. If there is a lot of clutter in a person’s
home, there is a lot of internal clutter as well, she
says. 

Color is another element of feng shui that can
either reduce stress or increase it. Rich colors are
good but they should not be vibrant, especially in
the bedroom where the room should be restful. 

Feng shui means “wind/water” and refers to
balancing earthly and heavenly energies in inner
and outer environments. MacKinnon teaches
basic feng shui in her community outreach
classes.

In addition to clutter and color, she covers
lighting; teaching that homes should be well lit
and all light fixtures should be in working order.
“Lighting really makes a difference in terms of
how someone feels,” says MacKinnon. Dark
homes can reflect depression. 

Cleaning is another important element of a
harmonious environment. Clean windows are
especially important because they help people
see out into the world, like their eyes. “People
who have dirty windows usually don’t want to
look at things in their life,” says MacKinnon. 

Air quality is improved by a clean environ-
ment and by bringing in sunlight and fresh air. It
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documentation form to make it more efficient
and conducting ongoing chart reviews for docu-
mentation of patient education and providing
feedback on how people are doing.” 

The emphasis on documentation was started
before the last JCAHO visit, however. She also
wants to streamline education. Packets of infor-
mation targeting various disease states are being
assembled so that they can be distributed with
the admission paperwork. 

Question: When trying to create and imple-
ment a new form, patient education materials, or

program where do you go to get information/
ideas from which to work? 

Answer: “Everywhere. I ask the patednet listserv
for their ideas. I always call an industry rep (hard-
ware or pharmaceutical) and ask what they are see-
ing done elsewhere in their territory. I visit the units
where we have patients on a repeat basis like car-
diac rehab or the diabetes classes and ask for their
suggestion or input. I go on the Internet and search
for the topic and then contact the other hospitals
that have similar programs to see what worked. 

“I met a few key people at conferences who are
experts on different topics and I run it by them if
it is appropriate,” Paeth continues. “We have a
local group of health educators that meets quar-
terly, and the day I spend at the meeting provides
me with great contacts and information. 

“I work very closely with our marketing depart-
ment to maximize everyone’s reach and keep our
message consistent. They are also a great gate-
keeper and send items my way that need to be
reviewed by the patient education committee.”  ■

For more information about the topics discussed in this
article, contact:
• Mary Paeth, MBA, RD, Patient/Community Education

Coordinator, Education Department, Southwest Washing-
ton Medical Center, P.O. Box 1600, 400 N.E. Mother
Joseph Place, Vancouver, WA 98668. Telephone: (360)
514-6788. E-mail: mpaeth@swmedctr.com. 
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is good to have live plants in the home because
they are a natural air purifier, says MacKinnon.
Also plants bring life into the home. With feng
shui, dried flowers are not allowed.

Other factors that contribute to a harmonious
environment are music and scented candles.
“Feng shui is about creating the best environment
so that you can come home and relax. In class, I
talk about the home being a haven so you can
then go out into the world. It is where you come
to get restored, and the bedroom is the most
important piece of that,” says MacKinnon.

Three important rooms

The bedroom is all about rest, says MacKinnon.
Yet, in modern society, people often have lots of
electronic equipment in this room, such as a TV
and telephone. Electromagnetic energy affects
people whether they realize it or not, she says.
Colors in bedrooms should be soothing as well.

People should have a real bed in their bedroom
with a sturdy mattress, and there should not be
clutter under the bed. Often people have their
home office in the bedroom, which is not con-
ducive to rest, says MacKinnon.

The entryway is another important area of the
house. The main doorway is how energy enters a
home, so it should be free from clutter and well
lit. That is good feng shui, says MacKinnon.
Often trees and bushes block the doorway, yet it
is important to be able to see it and have a clear
path. 

A third room in the house that plays into feng
shui is the kitchen. The Chinese equate food with
health, wealth, and prosperity, says MacKinnon.
“The more you cook, the more food you have and
the more prosperous a person you are,” she says.
Everything in the kitchen should be in working
order, including the burners on the stove. With
good feng shui, mirrors are often placed behind
the stove so that they reflect eight burners instead
of four. This is a reflection of wealth. 

While the classes MacKinnon teaches offer
basic lessons in feng shui, she often is called in as

a consultant. In this capacity, she analyzes a per-
son’s home or workspace and makes adjustments
accordingly in adherence with good feng shui.
People often don’t know what she has done but
they just know that their environment feels better.
Feng shui is not redecorating, she says. It is more
about color, clutter, and air quality. (For more
resources on feng shui, see above list.)

Getting rid of clutter is the cheapest and most
productive thing that people can do to create a
more harmonious environment and color is sec-
ond. A can of paint can really change the environ-
ment, says MacKinnon. 

Part of reducing stress is to realize that there
are things that can be changed and there are
things that can’t be changed. “People can control
what happens in their workplace and in their
homes, and that all contributes to reducing their
stress. It creates a place where they can go to be
restored,” says MacKinnon.  ■
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For more information about feng shui, or including a
class in your community outreach efforts, contact:
• Katherine MacKinnon, President, Creative Feng Shui,

45 Main St., Brooklyn, NY 11201. Telephone: (718)
222-9295. E-mail: kate@creativefengshuinc.com. 
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Looking for more info 
on feng shui?

Below is a list of a few books from the bookshelf
of Katherine MacKinnon, president of Creative

Feng Shui a consulting firm in New York City:
• Clear Your Clutter With Feng Shui, by Karen

Kingston. New York City: Broadway Books; 1998. 
• Feng Shui and Health: The Anatomy of a Home

by Nancy Santo Pietro. New York City: Three
River Press; 2002.

• Feng Shui Design: The Art of Creating Harmony
for Interiors, Landscape, and Architecture by
Sarah Rossbach and Lin Yun. New York City:
Penguin Group; 1998. 

• Feng Shui for Dummies, by David Daniel
Kennedy. New York City: Hungry Minds Inc.;
2001.

• Feng Shui Revealed: An Aesthetic, Practical
Approach to the Ancient Art of Space Alignment
by R.D. Chin. New York City: Clarkson Potters/
Publishers; 1998.

• House as a Mirror of Self by Clare Cooper Marcus.
Berkeley, California: Conari Press; 1995. 

• Sacred Space: Clearing and Enhancing the
Energy of Your Home by Denise Linn. New York
City: Ballantine Wellspring; 1995. 

• The Healing Home: Using Feng Shui to
Organize your Home and Transform Your Life
by Gina Lazenby. Guilford, CT: The Lyons
Press; 2000. ■



Inservice increases use 
of patient ed. database
Staff education prompted by survey results

By Amy P. Gonzalez, MS
Health Education Coordinator
M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
Houston

In compliance with the Houston-based M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center Patient-Family

Education Policy, the patient education office
receives approval from the pharmacy division on
each medication information sheet before it is
added to the on-line patient education database
and distributed to patients. 

While working with clinical pharmacists to
develop and receive approval for chemotherapy
education sheets, one pharmacist mentioned that
not all clinical pharmacists were using the patient
education database, which is very discouraging,
considering how much work goes into develop-
ing documents for the database. 

Based on the pharmacist’s statement, I decided
to survey 40 pharmacists, including clinical spe-
cialists, pharmacy practitioners, and residents to
find out what databases they were using for
patient education materials. I also wanted to see
if they needed or were interested in a patient edu-
cation inservice. The survey was distributed by
Lotus Notes e-mail and interoffice mail. Twenty-
three completed surveys were returned.

When asked how often they go to the patient
education on-line database for educational mate-
rials only 13% of pharmacists said “always,” 22%
said “most of the time,” 35% said “some of the
time,” and 30% said “never.” Reasons for using
the on-line database included the following:

• It provides written information regarding
chemotherapy for patients to take home.

• It has concise and readable information for
patients.

• It has information in Spanish.
Reasons the pharmacists gave for not using the

patient education on-line database were:
• They did not know about the database.
• The information is not appropriate for their

patient population (i.e., intensive care unit patients
and patients receiving high-dose chemotherapy).

• The information is not updated.
• The information is vague.
• Medications not included in the pharmacy

formulary are not always included. 
• All information is not pertinent for patients. 
Clinical pharmacists reportedly use

Micromedex, which is available via the M.D.
Anderson intranet, more often. They reported
using the database always (22%), most of the time
(13%), or some of the time (65%). 

LexiPals, another database available via the
M.D. Anderson intranet, is not widely used (83% of
pharmacists reported never using this database).

Pharmacists also said they used information
from the Agency for Health Care Policy and
Research (AHCPR) web site, from Clinical Pharma-
cology, and from pharmaceutical companies.

Only 26% of clinical pharmacists said they
had received training on the patient education
on-line database, although most (74%) said they
were familiar with the materials available on the
database.

More than half of the responding clinical phar-
macists (55%) said they would be interested in
attending a patient education inservice.

One pharmacist said he/she appreciates the
patient education on-line database very much.
Another pharmacist commented that a major
problem occurs when the intranet is down, sug-
gesting that there needs to be a backup mecha-
nism to obtain patient education information.

Two pharmacists had content suggestions for the
database, with one pharmacist saying that the edu-
cation information should also be disease-based.

Inservice increases familiarity

Based on the results of the pharmacist survey,
an inservice was provided to the clinical pharma-
cists at one of their monthly staff meetings. The
following is a description of what was discussed
during the inservice: 

• Survey results
The inservice began with a presentation of the

results of the survey, with particular attention to
the reasons that pharmacists had given for not
using the patient education on-line database dur-
ing the inservice.

• Side Effects Standard Phrasing
Side Effects Standard Phrasing is a document

in which standard phrasing is listed for most side
effects included in medication information sheets.
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The Patient Education Office, in conjunction with
the Department of Pharmacy, developed this
standard of phrasing document to ensure the
consistency and quality of side effects informa-
tion in the patient education medication sheets. 

• Process of development and/or revision
When development of a medication sheet is

requested, a health education coordinator devel-
ops a draft of the medication sheet and sends it to
a clinical pharmacist who has been designated as
the patient education coordinator for the phar-
macy. That pharmacist either makes changes or
sends it to a pharmacist who works more with the
medication being described. After the pharmacists
make any changes that need to be made, the sheet
is then sent to the drug use policy director in the
Department of Pharmacy for final approval.

Medication sheets are reviewed for revision
every three years or by request. When being
revised, the sheets are again sent to the desig-
nated clinical pharmacist and the drug use policy
director for revisions and approval.

• Role of the Patient Education Office
A portion of M.D. Anderson Cancer Center’s

Patient-Family Education Policy was read to the
group. It says that the Patient Education Office will
serve in an advisory capacity and as a resource to
patient care staff within the institution and, when
appropriate, to its affiliated remote sites.

• Role of the health education coordinator
The role of the health education coordinator

position was read, saying that the he or she
“coordinates the development of all interdisci-
plinary patient education programs to promote
efficient use of resources, eliminate duplication of

effort, and ensure that all clinical information given
to patients is in agreement with approved program
content.” 

A list of all health education coordinators was
provided to the pharmacists along with their
areas of responsibility. As one of those coordina-
tors, I expressed our availability to collaborate
and work with the pharmacists to develop new
medication sheets, update any sheets that are
considered outdated, and to address any con-
cerns communicated to the group. In addition, I
informed the pharmacists that it is their responsi-
bility to let the Patient Education Office know
when they are aware of changes or additions 
that need to be made to medication sheets. 

• Demonstration of the patient education on-
line database

The inservice ended with a step-by-step demon-
stration of how to locate medication sheets on the
new patient education on-line database.

A post-inservice survey was sent to the same
40 pharmacists and 19 completed surveys were
returned. In the post-survey, pharmacists who
said they never used patient education on-line
decreased from 30% to 4%. Pharmacists who said
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■ Creating effective
community outreach
classes

■ What baby boomers
don’t know about
strokes

■ Creative ideas for
teaching patient safety

■ Developing relation-
ships with home care
nursing services for
continuum of education

■ Managing a diverse
group of employees

COMING IN FUTURE MONTHS

CE instructions

Nurses and other patient education profession-
als participate in this continuing education

program by reading the issue, using the provided
references for further research, and studying the
questions at the end of the issue. 

Participants should select what they believe to
be the correct answers, then refer to the list of
correct answers to test their knowledge. To clarify
confusion surrounding any questions answered
incorrectly, please consult the source material.
After completing this activity each semester, you
must complete the evaluation form provided and
return it in the reply envelope provided in order to
receive a certificate of completion. When your
evaluation is received, a certificate will be mailed
to you. ■

For more information about this survey and the resulting
inservice, contact:
• Amy Gonzalez, MS, Health Education Coordinator,

Patient Education Office, M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center, 1515 Holcombe Blvd., Unit 312, Houston, TX
77030-4009. Telephone: (713) 745-8055. E-mail:
amygonz@mdanderson.org. 
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they always used Micromedex fell from 22% to
zero.

The inservice proved to be successful by
increasing the awareness and usage of the
patient education on-line database by clinical
pharmacists. Also, communication between 
the pharmacists and the Patient Education
Office has improved with pharmacists request-
ing new medication sheets and revisions regu-
larly. Furthermore, it has led to pharmacists
requesting the inservice be delivered to nurses
in both the breast and gynecology centers.  ■
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CE objectives

After reading Patient Education Management,
health professionals will be able to:

• identify management, clinical, educa-
tional, and financial issues relevant to patient
education;

• explain how those issues impact health
care educators and patients; 

• describe practical ways to solve problems
that care providers commonly encounter in
their daily activities;

• develop or adapt patient education pro-
grams based on existing programs from other
facilities.  ■

CE Questions

For more information about the continuing educa-
tion program, contact customer service at (800)
688-2421; e-mail: customerservice@ahcpub.com.

9. Which of the following educational methods
have health care facilities used to help staff
members understand people of cultures
other than their own?

A. Used community members to present
B. Featured a country once a month
C. Asked staff to live in an ethnic neighborhood
D. A & B

10. One way to make sure material written in
foreign languages is accurate is to have it
translated back to English (back-translated).

A. True
B. False

11. In a community outreach class students
were taught to reduce stress in their envi-
ronment through feng shui, a complemen-
tary therapy, using which of the following
methods?

A. Briskly walking
B. Eating more vegetables
C. Clearing clutter from their home
D. Dusting furniture regularly

12. When teaching school-age children, educa-
tors should use abstract rather than con-
crete examples.

A. True
B. False

Answers: 9. D; 10. A; 11. C; 12. B.
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Medication safety 
is not for adults only
Oversight and proper administering important

Safety issues for administering medications to
children are different from those for adults.

Staff members need to take into account the age
and the size of the child, says Vicki Wendt, RN,
BSN, CPON, a clinical educator for pediatric ser-
vices at Sacred Heart Children’s Hospital in
Spokane, WA. An 8-year-old child could be the
size of a 4-year-old, so it is important that doses
simply are not based on age.

Although children are too young to partner
with hospital staff in the oversight of their medi-
cation, parents should know what the prescrip-
tion is for, its side effects, and what it looks like. 

When the family goes home, parents need to
watch out for side effects. The child doesn’t need
to know the list of side effects, but parents can ask
the child the right questions to determine whether
he or she is having any adverse reactions to the
medication. For example, if nausea might be a
side effect, parents can ask, “How does your
tummy feel?”

Also important for parents to know upon dis-
charge is how the medication can be taken. While
its OK to crush some pills, others will lose some
of their effectiveness if crushed, says Wendt.
Some medications cannot be mixed into certain
liquids such as apple juice. 

The medication might come in several forms,
such as a chewable tablet or an elixir, so the child
won’t have to swallow a pill. Wendt usually does
not teach a child to swallow a pill until about age
8, but it depends on the maturity of the child and
their illness. She has taught children as young as
2 years old to swallow a pill when they have
leukemia. “I do look at age, but also what is the

illness that the patient has and how many meds
they are going to have to take,” she says.

To teach the technique, Wendt has children put
miniature M&M candies on the back of their
tongue, take a sip of water, and swallow. “If a child
is small, I will try to get a form of medication they
can handle, such as an elixir or chewable tablet, but
if it doesn’t come in those forms, I would show the
parents how to teach the child to swallow a pill. If
the child is there and willing to learn, the nurse dis-
charging the patient could work with the child and
parents,” she says. 

Also important for parents to know is the tim-
ing of the doses. If a child is supposed to take the
medicine four times a day, that doesn’t mean that
they can take it twice one day and six times the
next day to make up for missed doses, says Wendt.
It’s also important for parents to know whether to
repeat the dose or wait if the child vomits. The
medication may have been in the child’s system
long enough. 

Incorporate child into teaching

The pharmacist will provide information on
what to avoid while taking the medication, such as
the sun or dairy products. “This is all part of the
education. If children are older than 5, it is good for
them to listen, especially if the family is busy,
because a second or third pair of ears is helpful,”
says Wendt. In this way, if Mom or Dad starts to
give the child the medication with apple juice after
being told not to the child might remember and
remind the parent. 

While teens will be able to take their own med-
ications, it’s important for parents to monitor the
process because it is easy to forget doses. Parents
also can help watch for side effects. “I think good
communication with any kind of medication is
important within the family,” says Wendt. 

It’s also important to communicate with school
staff if the child has to take the medication during
school hours. The parents probably will have to
provide a written note from the physician.

Whenever an antibiotic has been prescribed,
parents must be told to give the child the complete
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For more information on pediatric medications, contact:
• Vicki Wendt, RN, BSN, CPON, Clinical Educator for

Pediatric Services, Sacred Heart Children’s Hospital,
P.O. Box 2555, Spokane, WA 99220. Telephone: (509)
474-5772. E-mail: wendtvw1@shmc.org.
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prescription and not put the pills in the cupboard
when the child starts to feel better. If they don’t
have the child take the full prescription so that the
organism is completely knocked out it, will come
back with a vengeance, says Wendt.  ■

Keep information concrete 
for school-age children 
Focus on the five senses

When working with school-age children in a
medical situation, it is important to tell the

children what will happen providing concrete infor-
mation, says April Elwood, CCLS, a child life spe-
cialist in the Cardiology Department at Children’s
Healthcare of Atlanta. Cover the five senses, she
advises. When teaching about medical equipment,
a child’s hospital stay, impending surgery, or a pro-
cedure, educators cover what the child will feel, see,
hear, smell, and possibly taste. 

It’s important to make sure children under-
stand what will happen. For example, when chil-
dren are being admitted for heart surgery, they
are told everything they will experience before
their anesthesia and when they awake following
surgery. 

The education is completed through medical
play, which means a child life specialist sits down
with the child, and using a body outline doll,
demonstrates what will take place. Elwood pro-
vides children with as much information as they
want making the teaching very individual. Some
children want to know every little detail and others
are avoiders and want to know very little, or the
global picture. “We try to find out from parents
ahead of time how the children like to receive
information, how they learn and how they do
when in an unfamiliar environment,” she says. 

The child life specialist also notes how the
child is acting during the education session. If he
or she is anxious or very quiet the specialist the
child life specialist doesn’t hurry the teaching but
tries to find out what is going on. Children often
know someone who had heart surgery, usually an
adult, and therefore they have lots of misconcep-
tions, says Elwood. 

When working with the 6- to 12-year-old
patients, it’s important to give them choices.
“They like to feel in control and a simple choice
as to whether or not they want to do something is

helpful. They don’t have a choice about taking
their medicines, but they can have a choice on
which one they want to take first,” says Elwood. 

In addition to providing school-age children
with some choices, allow them to help with their
care, she advises. For example, they can help
change a bandage by taking the tape off. 

Peers are an important part of a school-age
child’s life, says Elwood. They need to be able to
socialize with children their age so that they under-
stand the rules of society, its concepts, how to work
together, how to problem solve, and just how to be
a social person. Therefore, children go to school
while they are in the hospital and participate in
peer activities on the units. 

Younger children might see their hospital stay
as punishment for something they have done
wrong. The older children don’t have that per-
ception anymore. Six- and 7-year-olds might
think they did something that caused the disease
or caused them to be admitted to the hospital. 

When this happens, the educator should go
over the illness and surgery with them so that
they understand that it is something going on
inside their body and not something they had
control over.

Adults often try to protect children thinking that
providing information would cause them to be
overwhelmed and afraid. Therefore, they arrive at
the hospital feeling anxious because they haven’t
been told anything. While a child’s anxiety level
might increase during the initial education, it dra-
matically decreases when it is time for a procedure
and they know what to expect, says Elwood. 

“When adults are going around whispering or
there are people talking outside the room, what
children imagine is going on is probably three
times worse than the actuality,” she says. 

In addition to teaching, children should have
an opportunity to work through their feelings
and emotions. This can be accomplished through
expressive art or even through normal play. 

“It’s important to let them work through some of
the anxiety and emotions they may be having in a
form that is familiar to them,” says Elwood.  ■
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For more information about teaching school-age children,
contact:
• April Elwood, CCLS, Child Life Specialist, Cardiology

Department, Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, 1405
Clifton Road, Atlanta, GA 30322. Telephone: (404)
315-2083. E-mail: april.elwood@choa.org. 
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